2003 nissan pathfinder exhaust system diagram
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Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Nissan Pathfinder based on all
problems reported for the Pathfinder. I own a Nissan Pathfinder le. Took it to a Nissan dealer
and they said the passenger side resonator was leaking out of the outboard seam. The driver
side resonator was leaking out of both the outboard and inboard seam. The exhaust could be
very easily felt when the engine was running and there is exhaust smell in the cabin. The muffler
was freely swinging. I had to replace the muffler. The resonators should be replaced by Nissan
as many people are having the same problem. I hope you can do something or that a class
action lawsuit is filed. No payment assistance has been offered by Nissan to help with the cost
of the necessary repairs. Read more Original patch has worn out and side seams are beginning
to fail again. Faulty exhaust resonators from manufacturer resulting in serious exhaust
emission leaks directly under cabin of vehicle in driver and front passenger positions. I have a
Nissan Pathfinder. It has a cracked catalytic converter. It has less than 45, miles. The contact
owns a Nissan Pathfinder. The contact stated that the resignator, which quiets the engine and is
located directly in front of the muffler, is coming apart. In addition, fumes were noticed coming
out of the exhaust. The dealer stated that they have a replacement kit to repair the issue, but the
contact does not want the kit. He would like the failure to be repaired instead. The VIN was
unknown. The failure mileage was 73, The car lost power and then there was high heat from
under the car followed by a small explosion when two catalytic converts burst side seams and
began to leak. Bennett Nissan in wilton connecticut refused to replace the catalytic converts on
both sides of the exhaust system. They claim that these are resonators and not covered under
the eight year or 80, warranty. They also claim that if there is no "check engine light" that they
are not part of the epa system. I think: 1 this causes a dangerous situation and is directly
related to the epa system; 2 there is danger from fire or excessive exhaust fumes in the car.
This is wrong. This issue is on a Pathfinder le that I have owned since it was new. I have a
Nissan Pathfinder with cracked exhaust pipes. These pipes are cracking on Pathfinders, and
this is a chronic problem. This patch lasted about a week before the problem occurred again.
Have searched on-line and found problem to be widespread with Pathfinders. September went
to repair shop for oil change, was made aware of cracked catalytic converter November rear
exhaust pipe fell off January went to muffler shop, was told that 2 catalytic converters and
entire exhaust pipe need replacing. May went to Nissan dealer, was told that it is not my
catalytic converters, but my "down pipes" that have severe cracks in them. Severe exhaust in
the vehicle passenger compartment, both with windows opened and closed. Vehicle only has
71, miles on it, and the catalytic converters, which 2 other repair shop have identified as the
problem, are covered by warranty, but the down pipes, which only Nissan claims to be the
problem, are not. This is now a very expensive safety issue, as the exhaust is unbearable. My
husband and I purchased a new Nissan Pathfinder se in July In , the "check engine light" came
on. We took it to a dealer, who informed us that we needed to have the entire exhaust system
replaced due to a crack in the pipe and the 02 sensor was making the light come on. They never
informed us of a patch kit available. We did have the entire exhaust system replaced in We later
came to find out this problem is occurring for many others with the same vehicle. We are doubly
concerned about the affect that this has had on my 3 year old's asthma and respiratory issues
considering the emissions issues and what I am hearing from other's who's small children have
similar issues and who also have this issue with their 03 Pathfinder. I would hope that a recall is
required and that those of us affected will be duly compensated for Nissan's safety failure. The
contact noticed an exhaust leak coming from the vehicle. She took the vehicle to the dealer and
they stated that they would use a repair kit to remedy the failure. She was unsure if the vehicle
would pass the safety inspection and stated that since there is an open TSB NHTSA item

number for this failure, there should be a recall as well. The current and failure mileages were
31, Maine vehicle safety inspection revealed crack along welded seam of exhaust resonator pipe
assembly. Vehicle had approximately 37, miles just out of basic warranty. Nissan has issued
service bulletin rtb? Local dealer readily acknowledged multiple instances of this problem
appearing locally. About three weeks ago, the consumer noticed the exhaust tubes split. The
consumer noticed this when he started the vehicle in the garage. There was noise coming from
the exhaust tubes. The owner noticed the vehicle was leaking exhaust fumes. Then the vehicle
was taken to the dealership and they repaired it. There were no warning lights on in the vehicle
prior to this occurrence. The vehicle was regularly serviced. The owner has contacted the
manufacturer, who stated they would call him back in 24 hours. The dealer did not replace the
exhaust tubes, they just patched them. The consumer says there must be a defect where heat
causes problems in the exhaust. Exhaust tubes on Nissan Pathfinder cracked before reached
the 24, warranty expiration. Nissan "patched" tubes rather than replaced them. The patch failed
this year and I am fighting with them because they should have used new parts in the first
place. I can not tell if this is endangering the environment, however, I know that many
Pathfinder owners are experiencing early failure of the exhaust system and Nissan is not
owning up to their design defect. The vehicle has an exhaust leak which was discovered
because the contact became a victim of carbon monoxide poisoning. She took the vehicle ito
dealer for an oil change and had them check the exhaust system. They told her that there was a
leak. The dealership showed her the leak. It was about four inches long. The leak was
discovered on the driver's side of the vehicle. She purchased a carbon monoxide detector, and
it was letting her know that there was carbon monoxide in the vehicle while she was on her way
to the dealership. The dealership told her they corrected the exhaust problem free of charge.
The dealership show the contact that there was a Nissan Pathfinder that was in for service for
the same problem. This problem became more intense since April The service invoice from the
dealership stated: concern when in neutral and cold there is a ticking noise in left side of the
engine, and there is a carbon monoxide smell in the vehicle, carbon monoxide found leak at
heater pipe. The contact stated she claimed symptoms of carbon monoxide but she could not
smell it because carbon monoxide is odorless so that statement in the service invoice was
incorrect. Consumer states that technician stated the problem was a cracked catalytic
converter. Manufacturer stated the defected part was resonators not catalytic converters and
was not covered under warranty. Car Problems. Engine Exhaust System problem 1. Engine
Exhaust System problem 2. Engine Exhaust System problem 3. Engine Exhaust System
problem 4. Engine Exhaust System problem 5. Engine Exhaust System problem 6. Engine
Exhaust System problem 7. Engine Exhaust System problem 8. Engine Exhaust System
problem 9. Engine Exhaust System problem Engine Exhaust System problems Catalytic
Convertor problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Radiator problems. Engine Stall
problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. In , the "check engine light" came on. We took it to a
dealer, who informed us that we needed to have the entire exhaust system replaced due to a
crack in the pipe and the 02 sensor was making the light come on. They never informed us of a
patch kit available. We did have the entire exhaust system replaced in We later came to find out
this problem is occurring for many others with the same vehicle. We are doubly concerned
about the affect that this has had on my 3 year old's asthma and respiratory issues considering
the emissions issues and what I am hearing from other's who's small children have similar
issues and who also have this issue with their 03 Pathfinder. I would hope that a recall is
required and that those of us affected will be duly compensated for Nissan's safety failure. The
contact owns a Nissan Pathfinder. The contact stated that the resignator, which quiets the
engine and is located directly in front of the muffler, is coming apart. In addition, fumes were
noticed coming out of the exhaust. The dealer stated that they have a replacement kit to repair
the issue, but the contact does not want the kit. He would like the failure to be repaired instead.
The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 73, Faulty exhaust resonators from
manufacturer resulting in serious exhaust emission leaks directly under cabin of vehicle in
driver and front passenger positions. Search CarComplaints. No payment assistance has been
offered by Nissan to help with the cost of the necessary repairs. Original patch has worn out
and side seams are beginning to fail again. I have a Nissan Pathfinder. It has a cracked catalytic
converter. It has less than 45, miles. The car lost power and then there was high heat from
under the car followed by a small explosion when two catalytic converts burst side seams and
began to leak. Bennett Nissan in wilton Connecticut refused to replace the catalytic converts on
both sides of the exhaust system. They claim that these are resonators and not covered under

the eight year or 80, warranty. They also claim that if there is no "check engine light" that they
are not part of the epa system. I think: 1 this causes a dangerous situation and is directly
related to the epa system; 2 there is danger from fire or excessive exhaust fumes in the car.
This is wrong. This issue is on a Pathfinder le that I have owned since it was new. Consumer
states that technician stated the problem was a cracked catalytic converter. Manufacturer stated
the defected part was resonators not catalytic converters and was not covered under warranty.
Have searched on-line and found problem to be widespread with Pathfinders. September went
to repair shop for oil change, was made aware of cracked catalytic converter November rear
exhaust pipe fell off January went to muffler shop, was told that 2 catalytic converters and
entire exhaust pipe need replacing. May went to Nissan dealer, was told that it is not my
catalytic converters, but my "down pipes" that have severe cracks in them. Severe exhaust in
the vehicle passenger compartment, both with windows opened and closed. Vehicle only has
71, miles on it, and the catalytic converters, which 2 other repair shop have identified as the
problem, are covered by warranty, but the down pipes, which only Nissan claims to be the
problem, are not. This is now a very expensive safety issue, as the exhaust is unbearable. Maine
vehicle safety inspection revealed crack along welded seam of exhaust resonator pipe
assembly. Vehicle had approximately 37, miles just out of basic warranty. Nissan has issued
service bulletin rtb? Local dealer readily acknowledged multiple instances of this problem
appearing locally. The contact noticed an exhaust leak coming from the vehicle. She took the
vehicle to the dealer and they stated that they would use a repair kit to remedy the failure. She
was unsure if the vehicle would pass the safety inspection and stated that since there is an
open tsb NHTSA item number for this failure, there should be a recall as well. The current and
failure mileages were 31, The vehicle has an exhaust leak which was discovered because the
contact became a victim of carbon monoxide poisoning. She took the vehicle ito dealer for an
oil change and had them check the exhaust system. They told her that there was a leak. The
dealership showed her the leak. It was about four inches long. The leak was discovered on the
driver's side of the vehicle. She purchased a carbon monoxide detector, and it was letting her
know that there was carbon monoxide in the vehicle while she was on her way to the dealership.
The dealership told her they corrected the exhaust problem free of charge. The dealership show
the contact that there was a Nissan Pathfinder that was in for service for the same problem. This
problem became more intense since April The service invoice from the dealership stated:
Concern when in neutral and cold there is a ticking noise in left side of the engine, and there is
a carbon monoxide smell in the vehicle, carbon monoxide found leak at heater pipe. The contact
stated she claimed symptoms of carbon monoxide but she could not smell it because carbon
monoxide is odorless so that statement in the service invoice was incorrect. About three weeks
ago, the consumer noticed the exhaust tubes split. The consumer noticed this when he started
the vehicle in the garage. There was noise coming from the exhaust tubes. The owner noticed
the vehicle was leaking exhaust fumes. Then the vehicle was taken to the dealership and they
repaired it. There were no warning lights on in the vehicle prior to this occurrence. The vehicle
was regularly serviced. The owner has contacted the manufacturer, who stated they would call
him back in 24 hours. The dealer did not replace the exhaust tubes, they just patched them. The
consumer says there must be a defect where heat causes problems in the exhaust. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. Currently we are working on for paypal
express checkout, so please don't place order using paypal express checkout for sometime.
Log In. Cart: 0 products Your cart is empty. Subaru Volkswagen. Volkswagen Volvo. Straight
Pipes. Call Us at My Cart Checkout Your cart is empty. Contact Log In. Direct bolt-on: No cutting
or welding required. The warranty does not cover shipping, labor or any other related charges.
Interchange: , , , , W, W, DA, DA, W, W, , , , , , , , , , , , 3B, , 3B, , , Any shipping, installation, or
incidental fees are non-refundable. Buyer is responsible for all shipping charges. Returns must
come back in original product packaging. All non-electric items are returnable within 14 days of
original purchase less shipping cost and must be in brand new, resalable condition. If an item
arrives damaged, it must be reported to us immediately, so that we can correct the situation.
New items that have been installed or altered are non-returnable. Currently, we only ship within
the 48 contiguous United States. Most orders will ship out within 1 business day after received
cleared payment and vehicle information. Orders received after pm EST will ship the next day,
orders placed on Friday through Sunday will be shipped on Monday, except when Monday is a
holiday, then we will ship on the next business day. We do not ship on Saturdays, Sundays or
Holidays. Please click here for more details. All of our products are covered with a Warranty
against defects. Returns must be in original product packaging. All items are returnable within
30 days of original purchase less shipping cost and must be in brand new, resalable condition.
Free shipping items that are returned will be refunded the purchase price less shipping costs. If
an item arrives damaged, it must be reported to us within 24 hours, so that we can correct the
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obtain return authorization. Be the first to submit a review for this product. If you do not see
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Parts fit for the following vehicle options. Engine: 6 Cyl 3. Our Customers Reviews. Award
Winning Customer Service. Everything from the muffler to the exhaust manifold on your Nissan
relies on a tightly closed system to help guarantee that engine exhaust is filtered through the
tailpipe in the right way. If the Gasket Exhaust in your engine exhaust system becomes old or
weathered, the likelihood of a leak increases or you could run into even greater issues. Exhaust
gases are hot â€” extremely hot. These heated gases have the ability to burn or impair other
components surrounding the exhaust manifold, including surrounding parts of your exhaust
system. Your Nissan depends on a functional, quality Gasket Exhaust to ensure containment of
these gases inside your exhaust system and cleared out through the tailpipe. A damaged
Gasket Exhaust could trigger exhaust gas leaks amongst other problems. If the Gasket Exhaust
on your Nissan becomes worn or compromised, you might notice a few symptoms:. A failed
Gasket Exhaust may begin leaking, which could lead to tapping or slight whistling sounds while
the engine on your Nissan is running. Should you hear noises like this coming from your engine
bay, you just might need to get a gasket replacement. Once scorching exhaust gases escape,
they could burn your engine wiring or the plastic parts and components surrounding your
engine and exhaust system. Although your Nissan comes equipped with heat shields and other
heat-resistant parts to protect from exhaust heat, they aren't exactly designed to safeguard
against exhaust leakage from a faulty gasket. Vehicle damage isn't the only potential problem.
An exhaust leak that occurs from a faulty Gasket Exhaust can also cause harm to the
environment. Exhaust gases are meant to be sent through the complete exhaust system where
they pass through filters and converters in order to catch environmental hazards. Exhaust
system leakage, however, can release exhaust gases full of contaminants into the atmosphere
and potentially through your cabin filter and then enter into your cabin, where you and your
passengers can possibly inhale the toxins. Prevent further car damage, and take steps to keep
harmful exhaust gases out of your cabin and the environment by uninstalling a bad or damaged
Gasket Exhaust with a new, genuine Gasket Exhaust directly from Nissan Parts. See the What
This Fits tab for more details. Select a Year:. If the Gasket Exhaust on your Nissan becomes
worn or compromised, you might notice a few symptoms: 1 Your engine may become noisy.
Full Diagram. VQ35DE VG33E 2WD. VG33E VQ35DE and W. View All Diagrams. Related
Products. Brake Bleeder Hose. All dealers are free to sell at whatever price, mark-up, or margin
of profit they may choose. Prices do not include installations. Pictures are for informational
purposes only. Prices subject to change. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Shop Now.
Distance: Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Exhaust System
Hanger. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Warranty. Dealer sets actual
price. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. The exhaust system refers to the
mechanism which expels the burnt gases from an internal combustion engine. In automobiles,
mufflers do the job of reducing noise emission. The catalytic converter then keeps air pollution
to a minimum. A well-designed automobile exhaust system is essential for good vehicle
performance, and to maintain peak performance, an intact exhaust is also essential. Exhaust
products bring life into cars by making them run properly, bringing them back to their full glory.
Although many people tend to neglect this, the exhaust is one of the most important parts of a
car because it carries harmful exhaust gases away from the passenger compartment and turns
them into otherwise acceptable by-products. What makes the Nissan exhaust really special? It

is the fact that it is one of the few car parts manufactured with the welfare of the passengers in
mind. This, as well as the performance level that it offers, should make it all the more essential
as one of the many parts that make cars as great as they are. The stock exhaust system collects
exhaust gases from the cylinders and ushers them out through the pipes. Before they are
released into the atmosphere, these gases pass through the catalytic converter to turn them
into less toxic emissions and then go through the muffler to deaden the vibrations and noise on
their way out. Aftermarket exhaust systems for Nissan can overcome these common
restrictions in exhaust flow by creating a better path through larger pipe diameters and pipe
bending to minimize backpressure and free up more horsepower. The header-back exhaust
system replaces almost everything, from the header to the tailpipe to make way for bigger
diameter pipes that can accommodate larger volumes of exhaust gases. The cat-back exhaust
system typically includes a muffler and a tail pipe and may come with a mid-pipe, X-pipe,
H-pipe, or Y-pipe depending on the model of your vehicle. The axle-back exhaust system, which
consists of components from the rear axle to the exhaust tip, is designed to increase power
output over the stock exhaust but does not deliver as much as the power gains as other types
of exhaust system. The single exhaust setup consists of a single set of exhaust components,
which makes it lighter than dual systems and less expensive. The dual exhaust design comes
with two exhaust tips that exit the muffler. In some setups, two separate pipes going from the
headers to the exhaust tips. This may come as a dual exit and dual crossover setup. Exhaust
systems can be made of stainless steel, mild steel, or aluminized steel. There are more than a
few good reasons why you may want to install a new exhaust system or replace some exhaust
parts on your Nissan. Whatever you have in mind, it is good to know all the available options for
Nissan exhaust system replacement and the Nissan exhaust system parts that you may install
either for repair or for modification. The stock exhaust system collects exhausts gases from the
cylinders and ushers them out through the pipes. There are, however, some restrictions in the
stock exhaust design, which create backpressure that diverts some of the engine power into
pushing these gases out. Aftermarket exhaust systems for Nissan can overcome these common
restrictions in exhaust flow by creating a better path. They achieve this by using larger-diameter
pipes. The sizes of the pipes vary depending on the engine size, RPM revolutions per minute ,
and application. To improve the exhaust flow, aftermarket exhaust systems for Nissan may also
use mandrel-bent pipes as opposed to the conventional crush-bent pipes in the stock exhaust.
With mandrel bending, a flexible rod is placed inside the exhaust pipe, so the pipe walls will not
collapse and kinks will not form in the bends. These techniques minimize backpressure and free
up more horsepower as gases move out more freely and the engine breathes more easily. If you
simply want to restore system function and performance, you can fix problems with the exhaust
using OE-equivalent parts for your Nissan. But if you have made some modifications on your
engine, it only makes sense that you upgrade the exhaust system as well. You have a good
number of options to choose from for Nissan performance parts, from tubular exhaust headers
that enhance exhaust scavenging to custom Nissan exhaust parts such as mufflers that give off
a deeper growl and titanium or chrome exhaust tips for enhanced look and sound. As you shop
for a Nissan exhaust system replacement, you will come across a wider set of options,
especially for aftermarket kits. Here is a quick guide to help you out:. Cat-back This typically
includes a muffler and a tail pipe and may come with a mid-pipe, an X-pipe, an H-pipe, or a
Y-pipe depending on the model of your vehicle. This modification on your exhaust system
allows exhaust gases to flow out more freely, thereby enhancing engine efficiency and fuel
economy. This is also known for its more distinct exhaust note. This exhaust system replaces
almost everything, from the header to the tailpipe, to make way for bigger diameter pipes that
can accommodate larger volumes of exhaust gases that flow out. This design is understandably
more expensive and more complicated to install than other types. This kit consists of
components from the rear axle to the exhaust tip. This is designed to increase the power output
compared to the stock exhaust but it does not yield as much power gains as other types of
exhaust system. The axle-back also gives you a performance exhaust sound. This is more
affordable than other kits. Single This is the most common and the simplest setup, wherein a
single set of exhaust components is used. An aftermarket version of this comes with larger
pipes and features mandrel bends, which allow improved performance over the stock. This is
lighter than dual systems and is less expensive. The main difference from the single exhaust
design is that this comes with two exhaust tips that exit the muffler. In some setups, there are
two separate pipes going from the headers to the exhaust tips. Depending on the system and
application, two catalytic converters may be used along with two mufflers with their own
exhaust tips. This design not only enhances the look and sound of the exhaust but also
increases the exhaust flow capacity using two passages. The downside, however, is the uneven
backpressure from the two sets of exhaust components. To address this issue, a crossover

pipe is used to even out the exhaust flow and backpressure in a dual crossover system.
Unfortunately, this requires more modifications during installation. Mild steel Mild steel is a
common material used in stock exhaust systems. While this costs way less than other
materials, this may corrode over time. This material is used in both OEM and aftermarket
exhaust systems. Since it is covered in aluminum silicon alloy, it has better corrosion
resistance and can handle heat better compared to mild steel. This costs less than stainless
steel exhaust systems. Many aftermarket exhaust systems are made using this material, which
is known to resist corrosion and weather elements. This is generally regarded as the better
choice since it lasts longer. This, however, comes at a higher price. Whether you are looking to
buy an OEM-equivalent exhaust replacement, a performance part, or an aftermarket system, see
to it that this is built for a specific model of your Nissan i. More importantly, make sure that the
exhaust system is street-legal in your state. The Nissan exhaust system is important to your
vehicle in a great number of ways. The smooth and efficient emission of exhaust gasses helps
the vehicle to perform at its best. The proper function of the Nissan exhaust system helps to
prevent environmental pollution, keeping the harmful chemicals emitted by the vehicle at the
lowest possible level. The Nissan exhaust system is composed of a number of components,
beginning with the exhaust valves in the engine itself. The exhaust valve emits a burst of
exhaust gasses, produced by combustion in the engine. These gasses travel from the valve into
the Nissan exhaust manifold, or headers, depending upon which the vehicle is equipped with.
From this point, they are channeled into the Nissan exhaust pipe to travel through the catalytic
converter, where toxic chemicals are sifted out, then to the muffler to reduce the noise, and out
the vehicle tailpipe. If the Nissan exhaust system is not functioning properly, a number of
vehicle performance problems can result. Backpressure can become a problem with an
inefficient Nissan exhaust system, causing decreased engine power. If the Nissan exhaust
system is blocked at any point, such as a clogged catalytic converter, the vehicle can run
rough, and produce excess emissions. The muffler can fail, affecting the vehicle performance,
and producing an unacceptable level of noise. We carry a selection of Nissan exhaust system
replacement parts at great low prices in our online catalog. Our live help, available on our site,
will be happy to assist you if you need help choosing the right Nissan exhaust parts to fit your
vehicle. Our secure site makes ordering your Nissan exhaust parts safe and easy, or our
toll-free number can take your order just as conveniently. What are the advantages to installing
an aftermarket exhaust system? Does it really improve performance? The factory exhaust
system has some restrictions that affect the flow of exhaust gases out of the vehicle. These
restrictions can create backpressure that steals some of the power generated by the engine
since the engine has to use some of this power to push the exhaust gases out of the tailpipe. By
switching to a less-restrictive exhaust system or by installing performance exhaust parts, the
vehicle can free some of the power in the engine or even steal some of it back. The aftermarket
exhaust system or exhaust parts create a more efficient path for exhaust gases to flow through.
Basically, they're designed to let the gases escape just as easily. In effect, the engine is able to
breathe more easily as gases from fuel and air combustion can exit the combustion chambers
more quickly. The smoother flow allows the engine to burn more air and fuel to generate power
with less stress. Aftermarket headers, for instance, are usually mandrel-bent to allow gases to
move out of the engine more freely, reducing backpressure in the process. Aside from improved
engine performance, exhaust upgrades such as a performance muffler can also give you better
exhaust note, one that turns into a deeper growl during acceleration or into a more distinctive,
aggressive sound. Some aftermarket modifications may also reduce emissions and also give
you a more reliable exhaust system by using higher-grade materials. Some factory exhaust
systems use mild steel, which can deteriorate faster than alumnized and stainless steel that are
typically used in aftermarket exhaust systems. This makes some aftermarket exhaust systems
more reliable. Alumnized steel is used in both OEM and aftermarket exhaust systems. Coated in
aluminum silicon alloy, alumnized steel has higher resistance to corrosion than the standard
steel. This material also responds better to heat. Compared to stainless steel, which naturally
lasts longer, this material is cheaper. Aftermarket exhaust systems may be built using T or T
stainless steel. T stainless steel has high corrosion resistance. It also doesn't harden under
heat, which makes it stronger. Even under severe conditions, this can maintain its finish,
making it weather-resistant. T stainless steel, on the other hand, uses titanium to stabilize it. It
offers higher levels of corrosion resistance, making it a prime choice for automotive exhaust
systems. The axle-back exhaust system is a more budget-friendly option between the two. This
is because this system replaces fewer exhaust components. This system typically starts before
the rear axle. The cat-back exhaust system offers more performance benefits with a more
expanded system compared to the axle-back. With fewer components used and with simpler
modifications, a single exhaust typically costs less than a dual exhaust system. This is also

easier to install. Basically, this system uses a single muffler and tail pipe to push the exhaust
gases out. Some of the benefits it offers are better exhaust note, enhanced performance, and
increased fuel efficiency. A dual exhaust system pushes out the gases through two mufflers
and out of the two tail pipes. They can flow out straight back or to the sides of the car. This
comes in two types: the header back type and the cat-back or axle-back system. The header
back type offers the most performance gains out of the two. Both can offer a more custom look
for the vehicle or an enhanced appearance than the stock exhaust system. With a dual exhaust
system, you can benefit from a smoother exhaust flow, which translates to improved
performance and fuel economy. This also produces a better-sounding exhaust note than the
stock. Some offer about 8 hp increase; others list up to 13 hp gains. This varies depending on
the design of the system and the type of vehicle. Sometimes, the additional hp is basically the
same, despite the difference in numbers. If the exhaust system is paired with other tuners or
upgrades such as an air intake or a power programmer, the improvements in performance can
be further expanded. When choosing an exhaust system to install, don't just focus on the hp
increase. Also consider the specific needs of the vehicle and the engine specs. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Exhaust
System. Refine by:. Exhaust System part. See All. System Type. Shop Nissan Exhaust System.
Showing 1 - 15 of 52 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: M Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Includes - Mounting hardware,
5 x 8 x 18 in. Product Details Notes : Includes - Resonator, mounting hardware, 5 x 8 x 14 in.
Product Details Notes : Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 8 x 24 in. Product Details Notes :
Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 14 in. Product Details Notes : 4. Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of
52 results. Nissan Exhaust System Models. Nissan ZX Exhaust System. Nissan Z Exhaust
System. Nissan Altima Exhaust System. Nissan Armada Exhaust System. Nissan Frontier
Exhaust System. Nissan Juke Exhaust System. Nissan Sentra Exhaust System. Nissan Titan
Exhaust System. Nissan Xterra Exhaust System. Nissan Exhaust System Customer Reviews.
Polished Tips. Jun 08, Magnaflow exhaust. Perfect fit, sounds great! Robert Paxman. Purchased
on May 23, Jun 11, Had to do a little modification to get it to fit with the oem hitch but other then
that not to bad. It improved gas millage by about 2 mpg. Also have a volant cold air intake
together they are quit the combination. Purchased on Mar 10, Nissan Exhaust System Guides.
Aftermarket exhaust system Nissan exhaust system replacement Exhaust system type Exhaust
system configuration Exhaust system material. Closer Look at Nissan Exhaust System. The
safety and smooth performance offered by Nissan cars is due to its properly functioning
exhaust system. Larger pipes, a less restrictive muffler and aluminized or stainless construction
make a Nissan exhaust deliver. The Nissan exhaust system is comprised of the exhaust
manifold from which hot gases flow. Passing through the front or header pipe and into a
catalytic converter, they are changed. They then flow through another pipe and into the muffler.
Finally they flow out the tail pipe and into the exhaust hangers which support the exhaust
system under the vehicle. To ensure better performance, supporting the system are the exhaust
gasket, the catalytic converter gasket, the tailpipe extension, the exhaust tips, the exhaust fans,
the exhaust tubing and numerous more. A polished, aluminum-finished sport muffler for
Nissans is recommended for a throaty, high-performance sound. It also delivers improved
horsepower due to higher output. Dual exhaust exits separated by more than a foot in the rear
fascia of the Nissan is also one of the improvements installed by Nissan manufacturers on their
latest models. This innovation is far removed
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from other exhaust exits made for other Nissan models before. Nowadays, Nissan is working
on technological improvements that would allow clean air combustion. This involves the
development of a catalyst that would allow clean exhaust emissions, making the car
environment and health friendly. For a car part most neglected yet as essential as all the others,
this is a great step towards real technological advancement. Nissan Exhaust System Designs
and Upgrades. Stock vs. Aftermarket exhaust system. Nissan exhaust system replacement.
Exhaust system type. Exhaust system configuration. Exhaust system material. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Your car has been reliable for many years, but now, you hear a
knocking sound coming from the engine. What does this noise mean? Is it time for a new car?
Or is it a problem that you can easily fix? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

